We find an explicit decomposition for the metaplectic representation restricted to either member of the dual reductive pair (7(1)) in SL(2, F) , where F is a /?-adic field, with p odd.
1. Introduction and preliminaries. Let F be a p-adic field of odd residual characteristic with q being the order of the residue class field. Let (9 be the ring of integers, & the prime ideal, V the units, π a prime element, and v the valuation on F. Let G = SL(2, F).
For σ = ( Let E be a quadratic extension of F, and x »-> x the Galois action. The group 17(1) which preserves the Hermitian form (x, j>)»-» xy on E is isomorphic to the group iV 1 of norm one elements in E. The pair of subgroups (17(1), C/(l)) of SL(2) form a dual reductive pair [H] . This dual pair is one of the simplest examples over a p-adic field. Some other basic examples of dual reductive pairs are discussed in [G2] . In this paper we determine the decomposition of the oscillator representation of G upon restriction to 17(1) c G.
The results in this paper have recently been applied by Rogawski to the problem of calculating the multiplicities of certain automorphic representations π of ί/(A) in the discrete spectrum of L
(U(k)\U(A)),
where U is a unitary group in 3 variables defined relative to a quadratic extension of number fields K/k [Rl, R2] . I would like to thank Rogawski for several stimulating conversations and for encouraging me to publish this paper.
Let T be a character of F. Choose a normalized measure μ so that μ(ff) = q^, where ω(τ) is the conductor of τ. Denote this measure by d τ x. Then if we define the Fourier transform on S(F), the space of locally compact functions on F with compact support,
For a e F, we set τ α (x) = τ(ax). Let
Recall [Sh] by specifying the action on generators [Gl] . Here ζ = ±1, and |α| is the absolute value on F.
The cocycle defining G splits on the compact subgroup K = by a function 5 : ^ -• Zι. ΛΓ thus lifts as a subgroup of G by fc ι-> (fc, s (fc)), and we may thus restrict W to obtain a representation of K on S(F). Note that U(l) c K. Our goal is to find the characters of C/(l) which appear in the restriction of W to 17(1).
Let (#, & n ) . We thus obtain a representation W n = H^τ of K/K n s SL 2 (^/^Π) on 5(^, ^n). Note that we may consider τ as a character of THE DUAL PAIR ((7(1), C/(l)) OVER A p-AΌlC FIELD 367 2. Calculation of the trace. In this section we calculate the trace of W n (f), where t denotes either an element of T or its image in is the torus in G corresponding to the quadratic extension E = F(y/a). It will suffice to let a = τ or a = ε, a primitive (q -1) st root of unity in (9. so we get
where for c € &,
Now we calculate the action of W n (t, s{t)) for ae^. Note that in this case,
Here we used the fact that
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
COURTNEY MOEN
If a e %, the action of W n (t, s(ή) is therefore given by the kernel b
We now use this kernel to calculate the trace of W n (t, s{t)) when a eW. The kernel is a function defined on ^/J 3 " x ^y^" 1 , so we have 
since \uv e^n and fυ 2 € &> n .
Consider the sum τ(2r(l-α)t;).
Since α e ^, we may have in the case when z/(α -1) > 0. We have
We therefore have v{a -1) > ι/(ft) = k. This shows that t2 r (i-a ) is trivial on ^"-^ for all r € <f/<&* n , and so (3) implies We summarize (6) and (8) To calculate these sums we need We can summarize (10), (11), and (12) as follows.
LEMMA 5. If ae%S and b φθ, then trace W n (t, s(ή) = q^-A-L κ (τ c )κ(τt) 9
κ\τ a ) a where c =-^=^.
To calculate trace W n (t 9 s(t))
when a e & we need another decomposition. Note that since αG^,we have a = e and b e %f. 
«.*»-((-.**) >) (at), o ((-,:)• o (a? ) ••) •
Proof. A calculation shows that the right side equals (t, 1). Noting that s(t) = 1 in this case completes the proof.
THE DUAL PAIR (17(1), (7(1)) OVER A p-ADIC HELD
Suppose v(ά) = m > 1 and ω(τ) = n. Choose / e Using Lemma 6, we see that 
(W n (t,s(t))f)(x)
375
If n is odd then 0L = §& = ( §,). If k is even, then κ(τ c ) -(τc) and κ(τt) = ^(τi). Arguing as in the case of n even and k odd, we have trace
This completes the proof of (1) of Proposition 1. Now assume t φ T\. Then a-le%forbe%ί.
We consider various cases: (l)α -1 e S8T, * e ^ (2)α-l e ^, be^;(3)a-le &, έe^. Case (3) cannot arise, since α 2 -1 = 6 2 £ =^ v{a -1) + i/( α + l) = 2v{b). Then i/(α -1) > 0 => ι/(fe) > 0, which is a contradiction.
We first consider case (1). In this case, we have v(a -1) = 0, u(b) = 0, and we may have a e^ or a e^. Suppose first a e %. x €<f. Representatives for 3°n in (9 can be taken to be {a^ + a\ π + • + a n -ιπ n -ι \ai = 0 or a t = β Jf , 0 < 7 < q -2}.
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose E/F is ramified
(1) Say ί G Tt -7/ + i, ί = 0(x), JC = atf + + α/ = e^'(0, 0 < 7(0 < ί -2.
-^J ^J (7(τ). 
If n is even and / is odd, then κ{τ c ) - (--\y^G(τ) . Therefore,
2H-1 2
If w is odd and / is even, 
Calculation of multiplicities.
In this section we choose χ e T with conductor c(χ) less than or equal to n, and we calculate (/, W n ) 9 the multiplicity of χ in W n , χ and W n being considered as representations of T/T n .
Assume first that E/F is unramified. Let us say that the conductor of the trivial character of T is zero, and we let ΘQ be the unique nontrivial character of conductor 1 such that ΘQ = 0. (1) and (2) of Proposition 3.
